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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the paper is a presenta—

tion of a new objective measure for

estimation of speech transmission quality

and to perform a preliminary evaluation of

conformity between the results obtained by

means of the proposed method Iand

subjectively measured speech intelligibi—

lity. The new method uses likeneSs fun-

ctions of the acoustic patterns as an

index for the evaluation of speech

transmission quality. Eight likeness

functions as distance or proximity

_ Hamming. Euclidean,

eunnkowski. Chebyshev, Camber, Chi-square.

Tanimoto and derectionai- cost-v-were.

investigated; As the test signal three

key phrases of natural speech were used.

The preliminary results indicate the

possibility of good estimation of speech

transmission quality by measuring and

counting the likeness functions, espe—

cially by means of Hamming. Euclidean,

Minkovski and Chebyshev distance measures.

INTRODUCTION

Speech intelligibility as a measure of

speech transmission quality may be

classified as either subjective or

objective. The subjective measurement is a

procedure for determining the communica—

tion channels intelligibility using a

predetermined vocabulary and selected

speakers and listeners panel.

Subjective measurement techniques gene-

raly attempt to determine intelligibi-

lity for an information presented in

one of the following three forms:

a) nonsense syllables (logatoms) list

b) limited list of words,

c) list of sentences.

In subjective measurement methods the

inteligibility is determined by the

ability of the listeners to identify

spoken (or recorded) syllables. logatoms,

words or sentences. A number of

subjective methods have been devised with

the desirable results. However, the
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reguirements for listeners panels greatly

restricts the utility of, these methods,_

and a Jong—sought goal is to replace the

subjective scoring with objective measu-

rements. An objective measure for the

fidelity of a speech communication system

is a measure that is computed from data

which contain no human subjective respo-

nse. .

There is a hypothesis that it is possible

to design a relatively compact objective

measures which are in a good correlation

with subjective results over a subset of

distortions and disturbances introduced by

speech transmission channels [ l,2,5,6 ].

Over the years some number of papers

contained informations about evaluation

of speech transmission systems bY

objective measures [ 1,2,7,8.]-

These measures include signal to noise

ratios, arithmetic and geometric spec—

tral distance measures (Viswanathan et aL

[7], cepstral distance measures (Bar-

nwell et a1. [1.2 l ). various parametric

distance measures such as pseudo-area fun-

ctions ‘and log are a fuctions from LPC

analysis (Gray and Markel [51). MT?
( Steeneken and Houtgast l6] ), and many

more [7.8].

The task of comparing and contrasting the
validity of such measures is immense. To

check the validity of a particular

objective measure over a given class Of

distortions and disturbances. a researcher

must create a data base of distorted

speech and corresponding data base of

subjective results.

The essential features of computation ofa

relationship between subjective and obJe'

—ctive measures are illustrated in Fig.

METHOD

In 'further analysis a following basic

definitions and presumptions were mode:
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Fig.1 The computation of a
between objectiVe and
measure.

. relationship
subjective quality

a) The typical telephone channels. re —
:gnted by an adjustable model of ptfie

e telephone channel as an investiga—
ted obJect. are used.

b) :he criterion _reference for objective
teasure is subjectively measured loga—

oms speech intelligibility.

c) The. measurement
subJective and ob
the same.

d) As a test signal for objective measu—
rements three ‘ '
phrases were usedfOllowmg p9115h key

_conditions for both
jective procedures are

. ALO ( part of word "Hello" ).

. JUTRO BEDZIE LADNY. DZ
W111 be a fine day“) IEN

3.
FUNKggg?gfig¥s;3po ngDATNOSCI CJI PO-

(§31 SYGNALU MOWY. NY JAKOSCI TRANSMI—' erification of the like 'ness funct -:? usefulness to evaluation of speegh
gnal transmission quality".)

(“Tomorrow

e) As an objective measure.
and proxim
functions:

. i.e. distance
1ty measures. eight likeness

t... _'..'. . -
{1(9. ..

Hamming, Euclidean. Minkovski.Chebyshev.
Camber, Chi-square. Tanimoto and dire—
ctional cos were examined.

The likeness function have a form :

.-.. _..P -’-‘-, , .U‘N .‘ » ‘. r r ..i ._ . ..,d. (xsy)=[Z]xP-{P[] 024‘ . 1.x,
1"“ '

were: p-1,2... P
vector parameters from.speech signal.

Xp- P- th
(from the undistorted speech signal)

Yp— p— th element of vector (fro
_distorded speech signal)' m a

- ciFHN If '
For r-l DHN_ Hamming distance

'r-2 (1 - Euclidean distance.

» 5.-;Chebyshev distance:

czE o . .
- . ' . I

d ( ,Y)’ = mgx (XV-Y» 2/,

Camber distance:

P .
éiCAPI ,Y? é: I)(p"\?>’ ,

pglTYP’

Chi—square distance:

cm P 4
d. (XXVZX—W k-YL

p=1 P P ”Exp ZYP
Directional cos proximity!n

4/

€09 xYT’x =
b ( 'Y) MIN! 5/

Tanimoto proximity:

Esthhfxir):=: >(\{37

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

First step in the experiment is '
of an adequate test signals. SecaChgrzS
blem relies on finding an effective set
of parameters representing the test sig-
nal and presence of distortions and dis—
turbances in these signals.
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p - dimensionality of

element of reference vector



Next problems depend on the assumed met-

hod (Compare “METRO “).

l sis of the previous investiga:

Ehznsanaay 4] shows a fairly large eff:d

ctiveness of representing the vaice 9th

speech features by_ parameter .set 1::e_

being‘ the distribution of the time f a

rvals between the zero — crossing 0

speech signal [Fig.2] 7/

Y gt{Y4’Yz,.lym2} .

400. ---¥

300- "'7'+-- .--1

400~

4 2 3 4 5 5 7 a
time channels

Fig.2 An example of the time intervals

distribution between the zero-crossing

of a speech signal (for two voices. the

same text). P-B). ,

An especial computer Program counted

likeness functions ( as objective measu—

res) and made statistical correlation
analysis of figure of merit Ll-function
of (LP). ‘ .
Some of the results are shown in Pig. 3.

EUCLIDEAN

. LF
455%! -

Fig.3 Examples of the statistical depen-
dences of LI and LP.

. of the results of the experi-
campgrgionthe 40 ,different telephone cha-ment ' '' lemented by a physical model ofEgiighongp channel permits the follow1ng

observations and conclusions to be given:

a) Hamming distance gives a good corre-
- Ll with LF for all of the test

;§;;:?s (especially for 3 degrees of po-

lynomial regression)

For example:

"L1=32,91—o.0421d”‘_+
M2 -10 HA38/ .

+0.451-10'5(d )-0.63MO (d )

Euclidean and Minkovski (r-3) distan-

:; ( likewise the Hamming distance ) give

a good correlation for third key phrase

For example: ' ‘

LI=90,2-O.0484 a” +
_ . 9/

+ 0364~10'5(d5”)2- 0. 24.10" 9(d 5")"

- - ' _ Mw ' .
_ Ll=89.6-0.0203d. + 10/

+0.z.z.2anat)"(<l““’)?—o,’53.-1t3”(d""’)3
c) Chebyshev distance'gives a good corre-

lation (especjally for third key Phr°5°
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d) Camber distance and Tanimoto and dr

rectional cos proximity did not give 3‘
tisfactory results.'

The future investigations _will conceg;

tratef mainly on the selection of Ehe
test signals and other parameters of
speech signal. - '
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